Communiqué de Presse
BLITZ TOME 3, THE CHESS MANGA EVENT
AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES ON FEBRUARY 26TH !
Monaco, February 18, 2021, BLITZ, the chess manga, sponsored
by the greatest player in history, Garry Kasparov, returns to the
forefront with the release of volume 3.
In this new opus, chess games are redoubled in intensity. Our heroes find
themselves confronted with strong personalities, which challenge their
nerves and their concentration. How will they come out of this tournament
stronger?
The reader finds himself transposed on a real battlefield where each player
makes move for move.
Blitz celebrates its first year in the most beautiful way. The 10,000 copies sold
in France for Volume 1 have largely been sold! A rare recognition for a new
series of manga created outside Japan. Volume 1 is back in print.
Cédric Biscay, Daitaro Nishihara and
Tsukasa Mori wished to enrich this volume
by proposing original bonuses.
A presentation of the Casino de Monaco, an emblematic place of the
Principauté and of manga, which also appears on the back cover.
The discovery of the practice of the Zen method (meditation) by the great
Japanese master Sosho Yamada which will be very useful to our heroes
during their adventures.
The complete analysis of a part used in the work which allows the reader to
better understand the subtleties of this game.
Finally, the new text by Alexis Champion, our intuition specialist, gives the
keys to better understand the phenomena present in the manga and which
often occur in the real world.
BLITZ always aims to democratize chess by offering ambitious entertainment
for everybody. This volume 3 is a new step in this direction!

To order Blitz Volume 1 click Here
To order Blitz Volume 2 click Here
To order Blitz Volume 3 click Here
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